Technology Asset Disposal
Recycling and disposal for all your
technology needs

Thanks to our comprehensive Services Ecosystem, comprised of a
range of specialist partners, we provide a complete service for recycling
and disposal of redundant IT. Whatever your technology, we collect your
equipment then recycle or dispose of it in a secure and environmentally
sensitive way, ensuring strict compliance with the WEEE directive.
As a result, we deliver one of the UK’s leading Technology Asset
Disposal services, covering servers, desktops, laptops, tablets, printers,
comms equipment, mobile phones, office phones and digital signage.

At-a-glance
• Nationwide collection
• Asset management tracking
• Industry leading secure data erasure
• WEEE documentation and complete asset reporting
• Full legislative compliance

Importantly, all recycling and disposal services take place at highly
secure UK locations, protected by 24 hour gated security and manned around the clock by CRB checked personnel.

Key Features
Removal of assets from desk

You won’t need to worry about how you’ll transport your equipment as we’ll come and collect it from you, no matter how big or small or
where you are in the country. We can also come out of office hours or at weekends, and we’ll also remove any packaging.

Secure removal of all assets from site inclusive of Waste Note

For added convenience we can also collect all your assets and waste. We do so using a non-liveried, GPS tracked vehicles and once
collection is made a waste transfer notice will be issued on site. Once the assets are processed at our facility you will receive a full asset
report with individual certificates for each machine that has been data wiped using our CESG approved software.

BOXIT Large or BOXIT Small

This is a unique service to simplify your smaller IT recycling responsibilities. Simply put all your redundant IT equipment into the box that we
send you and we’ll then collect, itemise, data destroy, certify and recycle for one low fee.

Vault storage of sensitive data/tapes

Our vaulted storage units have 24 hour gated and manned security and 24 hour CCTV. With CRB checked staff, complete with ADISA
accreditation, they are the perfect location for secure retention of data.

Secure data wiping using CESG software

Secure data erasure ensures the confidential and top secret stays that way. We work closely with some of the leading providers of CESG
approved software to guarantee accurate, quality controlled and fully documented procedures. That is why we are able to promise that
100% of data is permanently wiped from all IT equipment.

On site shredding with our Mobile Shredding Lab

Our approved shredder completely destroys Hard Drives, Discs, Tapes and other magnetic media products to a maximum particle size in
any direction of 6mm, therefore meeting the most stringent government requirements.

Cashback scheme on redundant equipment

If your old IT equipment still has market value we will pay you for it. We specialise in finding top value returns for your redundant IT.
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Technology Asset Disposal
Maximum Choice
We offer four levels of collection and disposal service to meet every need.

Platinum
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full vaulted security at our facility
Collection via plain GPS tracked vehicles
Single point collection using our own personnel/vehicles
Multiple personnel on site
Full asset report including serial numbers and customer asset tags
Full data erasure report to CESG standard

Gold

• Collection via plain GPS tracked vehicles
• Multipoint collection using our own personnel/vehicles
• Full asset report including serial numbers and customer asset tags
• Full data erasure report to CESG standard
• WEEE waste transfer note on site
• Value return on equipment (Subject to T’s & C’s)

WEEE waste transfer note on site
Value return on equipment (Subject to T’s & C’s)

Silver

• Collection via our own vehicles or our BOXIT service
• Multipoint collection
• Full data erasure report to CESG standard
• WEEE waste transfer note on site
• Possible value return on equipment

Bronze

• Collection via courier or our BOXIT service
• Multipoint collection
• WEEE waste transfer note on site
• Chargeable service tailored to volume of equipment

(Subject to T’s & C’s) guaranteed F.O.C service

Key Benefits
•
•
•
•

Commercially viable - Competitive prices and maximum returns.
Peace of mind - ADISA, ISO9001, ISO14001 and ISO27001 accreditations and WEEE compliant.
Flexible - Collection times to suit you with a wide range of service offerings plus mobile destruction as needed.
Secure - GPS tracked vehicles, CRB checked personnel, CESG approved data wiping, highly secure facilities for data retention.

More Information

For more information on our Technology Asset Disposal services call 0844 736 6155 or email services@servium.co.uk. Alternatively, find
out more about our services and solutions by visiting www.servium.co.uk.

Our Services Ecosystem

Via our Services Ecosystem, we offer a comprehensive vendor agnostic, best-of-breed range of lifecycle services that enhance how you
approach the strategy, design, implementation and support of your IT. This is delivered by a skilled portfolio of partners, covering a host of
service disciplines including Consultancy, Cloud, Security, Hardware Break Fix and Disposal.
We undertake rigorous vetting when selecting partners, assessing their services capability,
customer referencability, vendor accreditations, financial standing, commercial terms and
channel focus. In other words, we perform all the due diligence so that our customers don't
have to. This saves time, effort and money.

About Servium

Servium provides IT infrastructure services for medium to large enterprises in both the private
and public sector. We pride ourselves on delivering innovative solutions inspired by overcoming
the day-to-day and strategic IT challenges of our customers. This is achieved by blending the
best emerging technologies with professional customer service to answer these challenges and
deliver economies not previously possible.
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